
Courage Under Fire

Every college dorm has at least one guy who is hyper, generally disliked, and perpetually 
around.  Nobody knows if he even attends your school, or whether he is still in high school.   
Usually he is too into Star Wars and makes inappropriate comments about women’s body parts to 
their faces.   Shenawana Hall had Little Dan.  

Little Dan and some of his buddies were having an air-soft war in the stairway and 
occasionally racing down the hall chasing each other.  Alicia (my future wife) and I waited for a lull, 
and then walked briskly down the hall towards the backstairs, passing Dan fiddling with his gun.  

“Having fun?” I ask flatly as we pass.  
“Oh Yeah!” Little Dan shouts while giving a flamboyant “rock and roll” sign.  
We walk a few more feet and “BAM!”  
“Ouch!” Alicia jumps.  It takes me a second.  I look at her leg.  I put the pieces of the puzzle 

together.  Seriously?  Yes.  Little Dan just shot Alicia in the back of the leg.  
I whirl around, enraged.  
“What the hell is wrong with you!”  
I march towards him all crazy-eyed.  
“Really?  You shot my girlfriend?”  
“No, seriously,” he says while pointing to the wall and raising his eyebrows sheepishly.  “It 

bounced.”  
I am confused for a second, but only a second, and then my anger reaches a whole new level 

I did not know was possible. 
“Really?  The wall did it?  Look at me!  Are you really blaming this blank, flat wall!” I shout.  
“Dude...the wall,”  he shrugs.  
For a moment I consider punishing the wall by repeatedly smacking Little Dan’s oversized 

head against it.  But one thought suddenly breaks in and thoroughly calms me.   “If I hurt this kid, 
people are going to ask me why, and then I’ll have to point at Little Dan and say, ‘no, seriously.’”  

Fortunately, I notice that vehement staring is working splendidly.  He cows and shifts 
uncomfortably.  After several terrifying seconds, I finally turn.  

“C’mon Alicia lets go.”  
“Was he seriously blaming the wall?”  She whispers as I pull her along. 
“Yup.”
“Wow.”  
She pauses and then muses with a respectful tone, “That takes balls.”  


